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Lochie Daddo

Media personality, corporate presenter, MC

Lochie Daddo has been a professional presenter and
speaker for over 30 years. Working with all the major
networks, on everything from entertainment news,
current affairs, technology and travel.

He is also across all channels of media and industry.

If there is one thing he has learnt, it is the skill and
importance of grabbing the attention of an audience
from the out set and taking them on a journey, with the end result being imparting information in
an entertaining and concise way.

Today his time is divided between hosting and producing digital video content, with a keen focus
on travel.

An adventurer at heart, Lochie has an admirable love for life and exploration that has endeared
him to a loyal Australian audience. He exudes an aura of comfortable familiarity and the promise
of a good time to come.

He is the consummate professional and enjoys bringing out the best in people.

Client testimonials

“ Excellent. Lochie was fantastic as the presenter for our client's corporate video. His relaxed
approach makes him perfect for younger audiences and more contemporary productions but
he is also professional enough to suit more conservative clients. Not only was Lochie great on
camera, he was also a pleasure to work with.

- Harrow Productions

“ Excellent. Lachlan Daddo was extremely professional and a pleasure to work with. His
thorough research into the topic ensured the script (which Lochie wrote), was accurate and
appropriate for this project.

- MedEd Solutions Pty Ltd
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“ We were absolutely thrilled with the outcome and have received some lovely feedback emails
commenting on the overall theme, entertainment and of course the professionalism and warm
easy going personality of Lochie Daddo. Lochie was a delight to work with both during
rehearsal and on stage and ensured the night ran smoothly and exactly to time.

- Meeting and Events Australia
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